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Description

Introduction

Thank you very much for purchasing our arduFPGA iCE40UP5K board.

The schematics, all designs and firmware are open source and licensed under GPLv2.

This board is designed to be almost 100% compatible with existing expansion boards find on the market, the exception are those that accept only 5V input signals.

This board is capable to do so much more because there is not a limitation of what function each expansion IO pin can have, these pins can be inputs with four PULLUP’s resistor values (3.3K, 6.8K, 10K or 100K) configured thru design code, output, positive open collector, negative open collector, single ended or differential but even dedicated signals like any function of known interfaces like SPI, TWI, UART, PWM, clock output/input and much more.
Resource

There I developed several core versions for each need and are developed such a way to be very human readable:

1. Mega/Xmega
   - MEGA_REDUCED
   - MEGA_MINIMAL
   - MEGA_CLASSIC_8K
   - MEGA_CLASSIC_128K
   - MEGA_ENHANCED_8K
   - MEGA_ENHANCED_128K
   - MEGA_ENHANCED_4M
   - MEGA_XMEGA_1
   - MEGA_XMEGA_2

2. RISCv 32I
   - Single stage single BUS
   - Single stage dual BUS
   - Five stage pipeline single BUS
   - Five stage pipeline dual BUS

Several IO’s:

1. PIO
2. SPI
3. UART
4. TWI
5. RTC

These IO’s can be used on both architectures.

All schematics, designs and application source code can be found on https://devboard.tech/git
Specifications and features of LATTICE iCE40UP5K

- 5280 LUT’s with four inputs.
- 30 EBR memory blocks with a total of 12KB.
- 4 SPRAM (single port ram) with a total of 128KB.
- One time programmable NVCM.
- One PLL.
- 8 DSP with 16 bit MUL and 32bit ADD.
- Two hardened TWI interfaces.
- Two hardened SPI interfaces.
- One high frequency 48Mhz internal oscillator.
- One low Frequency 10Khz internal oscillator.
- PWM IP block.
- All inputs compatible with 1.8, 2.5 and 3.3V.
Specifications and features of the board

- One BUCK converter from 7-15V to 5V at 2A connected to IO header.
- One double BUCK converter from 5V to 1.2 and 3.3V at 800mA with 3.3V power rail connected to IO header.
- Onboard ADC088S102, 8 input, 8 bit ADC, inputs 0-5 connected to analog header, input 6 monitor the 7-15V rail and input 7 monitor the 5V power rail.
- Onboard uSD socket for on the fly design upgrades, firmware upgrades, application loads and user data.
- One onboard 16Mb FLASH memory with endurance greater than 100K erase/write cycles for design storage and GUI boot loader storage.
- One 2Mb onboard FLASH memory with an endurance greater than 100K erase/write cycles for user application storage, if user know that will change the application very often, can replace this FLASH IC with a SPI SRAM.
- One CH330N USB to UART bridge with a micro USB connector.
- Six PUSH buttons:
  - RESET – This button is used to reset the FPGA IC and reload the entire design from the onboard FLASH memory.
  - INTERRUPT – This button is used in combination with the default preprogrammed GUI boot loader, the default design is a reduced ATmega32u4 soft core that is able to run arduboy native games without any changes, because the board offer the possibility to change games and load them from onboard uSD the user can press the INTERRUPT button for 3 seconds and the GUI boot loader will save the
emulated EEPROM content to uSD and display the uSD content for user to load another application/game, this button is connected to PORTA, the PORTA does not exist in the original ATmega32u4 device.

- **UP, DN, BACK** – These buttons are used to navigate thru uSD content from GUI explorer, but can be used even by the user application, this button is connected to PORTA, the PORTA does not exist in the original ATmega32u4 device.

- **OK** – This button is used to open selected directory or load selected application, if a file with the same name as the application name and with .eep extension is found the GUI boot loader will load the .eep file content to the internal emulated EEPROM memory, this button is connected to PORTA, the PORTA does not exist in the original ATmega32u4 device.

- **RGB LED:**
  - The iCE40UP5K device has three dedicated pins with 24mA current capable, in combination with internal hardened PWM modules the user can independently set the luminosity of the RGB LED.

- **IO headers:**
  - The IO pins on the headers has the same configuration as the original arduino R3 board, but, there is one exception with the analog pins, that are only analog input and AIN 0-3 can be connected to the UP, DN, BACK and OK buttons.
  - The D0-15 IO wires are match between them with a +/- 1mm mismatch.
  - The RGB LED wires to the RGB shunt and display SS, DC and RES are match between them in case that these wires will be used for high speed communication on an extension board.
Preloaded design and firmware

This board comes with preinstalled design and firmware out of the box.

The design is a demo reduced version of ATmega32u4 that is capable to play most of unmodified arduboy games.

The firmware is split in two boot loaders:

1. First stage boot loader.
   - First stage boot loader is a boot loader written into the design memory and can be changed only from design.
   - This boot loader has only the simple function to load the GUI boot loader or the user application from onboard FLASH memory to internal program memory at power up or when GUI explorer jump to it.
   - This boot loader is located at address 0xFC00 and as RAM memory use a RAM memory on top of ATmega32u4 RAM memory located at 0xB00 (the end of ATmega32u4 RAM) and is 512Bytes long, this allow this boot loader to run independently of the user application and in parallel like a service.
   - This boot loader accomplish another function, every 100ms a NMI interrupt (this interrupt is an interrupt that does not exist in the original ATmega32u4 device and the vector address is hard written in the design) this interrupt monitor the push of the INTERRUPT button for a minimum of 3 seconds, if the INTERRUPT button is pressed for at least 3 seconds, this function interrupt the user application and load the GUI boot loader to be run.

2. Second stage boot-loader.
• This is a GUI boot loader and executes all the tasks to check on the uSD for design and firmware updates, load applications from uSD, save/restore EEPROM data content change the design and GUI boot loader on the flash if an application made for another design is selected for load.

• This boot loader has integrated a FAT 12/16/32 FS to manage uSD memory card content.
Power UP and application change

With the demo design and firmware the board runs thru several stages:

1. uSD FS directory structure
   - The uSD need to follow a precise directory tree from root directory, in the root directory need to be platform directory’s, this directory's are placed in the root in case of user using multiple designs on the same board, on each platform directory need to be `des.bin` and `app.bin`, design and GUI boot loader and user application images with .app extensions, the `des.bin` and `app.bin` files are loaded to the onboard FLASH memory each time a user application is load from another platform directory.

2. Power UP
   - At power up the FPGA device will load the design from onboard FLASH memory and start to run it.
   - The design will run the first stage boot loader that load the GUI boot loader or the user application from onboard FLASH to internal program memory (The load of GUI boot loader or user application is set up at compilation time of first stage bootloader).
   - When GUI boot loader starts will initialize the uSD FS and search for `des.bin` and `app.bin` on the root of the uSD, there need to be both, if one of them is missing the upgrade will not happen.
   - If both `des.bin` and `app.bin` are present on the uSD card, the GUI boot loader ask you if you want to upgrade the design and GUI bootloader in the FLASH memory, if you press OK will begin the upgrade procedure, first will erase the design area on the onboard FLASH memory and write
the new image, after the design has successfully upgraded will delete the `des.bin` file from the uSD memory card and will start erasing the GUI boot loader area and write the new GUI boot loader (the GUI boot loader upgrade has been made mandatory in case if the new design is not compatible with the old GUI boot loader) after GUI boot loader has successfully written the `app.bin` file is erased from uSD memory card.

- If when asking for upgrade you will push BACK button, the GUI boot loader will delete both `des.bin` and `app.bin` files from uSD memory card.
- After the design is upgraded the user need to RESET the board in order to run the new design and GUI boot loader, after upgrade the current running GUI boot loader remain in an infinite loop.
- At power up if upgrade files are not found the GUI boot loader enters in normal explorer mode.
- Before entering explorer mode will check after `current.txt` file, in this file is written the path, the name and extension of last opened application, if this file does not exist, the explorer will begin the navigation from the root of uSD memory card, if `current.txt` exist, the navigation will begin from the path written in `current.txt` file.

3. Selecting the application

- When user selects one application to be load, the GUI explorer will check if the content of `des.bin` and `app.bin` in current directory are the same as the design and GUI boot loader written on the onboard FLASH memory, if is different will load the content of this two files in to the design and GUI boot loader sections in to the onboard FLASH memory, after this the GUI boot loader will write the path and the selected application name to the
current.txt file in the root directory of the uSD memory card.

- After des.bin and app.bin content has been written in to the onboard FLASH memory, the user need to RESET the board (this procedure is needed only if the design is changed), after reset the GUI boot loader will look after current.txt file to see where is located the user application to load it.
- After GUI boot loader loads the user application in to the application section of the onboard FLASH memory, the GUI boot loader will look for a file with the same name as the application but with .eep extension, if the file is found will load the content of that file in to the internal emulated EEPROM.
- After application and EEPROM content has been load, the GUI boot loader jump to the first stage boot loader, the first stage boot loader will load the user application in to internal program memory to be executed.

4. Interrupting the user application

- If the user push the INTERRUPT button for at least 3 seconds, the first stage interrupt service routine will load the GUI boot loader in to the internal program memory and run it, will let the emulated EEPROM memory intact.
- When GUI boot loader start will look for current.txt file to see what was the location of the application that was interrupted, if current.txt is not found, will take no action and enter in normal navigation mode, but if the file is found will save the emulated EEPROM memory content to the uSD in the same directory as the application with the same name as the application but with .eep extension, if a file with the same name and extension already exists, it will overwrite it.
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